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THE WORLD'S GREATEST CITIES

Published: Tuesday, 25
March 2008, 10:52AM

Griff Rhys Jones reveals
what defines the
character of the world’s
greatest cities - London,
Paris and New York.

Exploring a 24-hour day-in-the-life of each
metropolis, Griff is on a mission to find out what
props up and forms each city’s key attributes. He
leads us on a journey of rediscovery and of
extraordinary surprises behind and inside the
familiar.

A visual treat from the outset, Griff finds out what 
really distinguishes each place by rolling his sleeves
up and delving behind the scenes to uncover how 
the different cities works as living machines. Armed 
with his inimitable humour, boundless charm and 
relentless curiosity, Griff meets characters that 
epitomise the identity of each city, celebrates their 
intriguing contributions, and discovers countless 
astonishing secrets. 

Iconic urban jungles, these cities are swarming with 
millions of people, their lives interdependent, their 
stories interconnecting.  How do they all get fed? 
Where does the day start for a loaf of bread, or end 
for a newspaper?  Who are the people that work
through the night to make London the most 
powerful business centre, New York the most 
innovative, or Paris the most indulgent?

Griff opens doors that that tourists and even locals 
habitually miss, gradually building up a bigger, 
definitive picture as he goes.
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